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Emerging vacuums of strategic planning: An exploration of reforms in
Finnish spatial planning
The paper offers a theory-based evaluation of the ongoing reforms in the Finnish spatial
planning regime. The paper argues that Finnish planning is moving in a reactive and
market-driven direction. This development is not being brought about solely through a
direct decrease in public discretionary powers in planning, but is also unfolding
indirectly through a process of rescaling in the spatial planning regime. These processes
increase municipal autonomy in relation to other planning scales, despite problems
observed in the municipality-centred market-driven planning orientation. The resulting
reduction in manoeuvring room in public planning is conceptualized in the paper as
expanding vacuums of strategic planning. Building on concepts from the literature on
state transformation theory and scale theory, the paper draws together theoretical and
empirical conclusions from several case studies conducted in close-to-administration
projects.
Key words: vacuum of strategic planning, market-reactivity, neoliberalization, spatial
planning, Finland
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1 Introduction
Municipalities play a peculiar role in Finnish spatial planning. In Finland, municipalities have
equal planning powers, regardless of their size: the smallest municipalities, with less than
1 000 inhabitants, carry the same planning duties, responsibilities and freedoms as the capital
city Helsinki, with ca. 640 000 inhabitants. Whereas the biggest cities have rather strong
traditions and expertise in public land use planning, the smallest and many middle-sized
municipalities often lack sufficient planning resources (see Puustinen et al., 2013; Hytönen,
Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018). Another essential feature of the Finnish land use planning
system is that official plans can only be made by public institutions. In an international
comparison, the Finnish municipalities have held remarkably strong planning autonomy in
relation to the central government (Prusi, 2013). In addition, there is no directly elected,
institutionally strong, political organ between the central government level and the municipal
level: the regional plans, made by the 18 regional councils1, are realized under municipal
steering. Thus the planning monopoly, so to say, is firmly in the (public) hands of the
municipalities. These features set the framework for strategic spatial planning in the state as
well as in the emerging city-regions.
Due to recent changes in the Land Use and Building Act in Finland, the municipalities
gain even more autonomy (Government Bill 251/2016). The changes reduce state power in
planning, restrict planners’ capacity to regulate short-sighted market activities, and change the
position of municipalities in relation to market actors. Growth-stimulation in planning has a
long history in Finland, starting from the post-war decades (Mattila, 2017), and Finnish
planning has traditionally prioritized economic development, even privileging specific
construction companies, for decades. However, with respect to this growth-stimulation
tendency, the recent changes bring new features to the spatial planning culture that need to be
discussed: Finnish planners are increasingly forced to shift the planning focus towards
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reactive facilitation and aggregation of particular private interests (cf. Puustinen, Mäntysalo &
Jarenko, 2017). We interpret this process as a transformation of planning culture from longterm welfarist planning towards local reactive practices (cf. Allmendinger & Haughton,
2013).
We wish to contribute to the discussion on neoliberalization of planning by analyzing
the impacts of these recent and emerging changes in the Finnish spatial planning regime. We
argue that these changes hinder the institutional capacity of spatial planning to address
complex, long-term issues. We provide a state theoretical perspective towards planning,
building on state transformation literature (e.g. Brenner, 2004; Jessop, 2008; Ahlqvist &
Moisio 2014) and scale theoretical literature (e.g. Smith, 1992; Marston, 2000; Brenner,
2001). We also assess how the increase of municipal autonomy in planning affects Finnish
planning practitioners’ abilities to bring broad and long-term concerns to the narrow
municipal planning agenda (cf. Puustinen et al., 2017).
Hence, to unravel the increasingly market-reactive structures of planning, we discuss
the problems that may emerge as a result of these ongoing changes related to administrative
and legal structures. This issue has not yet been widely discussed by Finnish planning
scholars. In similar vein, the international planning debate has also largely focused on the
grass-roots level: on counter-measures to excessive use of power by the economically
powerful in planning (Sager, 2013) and on the civil society movements that have organized
against such market-driven pursuits in planning (e.g. Purcell, 2009; see also Purcell, 2016).
Some Finnish scholars have critically investigated the activities of local governments
with respect to their pursuit of private investments (Rannila, 2018; Annanpalo, 2014; Nyman
& Mäntysalo, 2014). We suggest that increasing municipal power in planning – in the context
of the unfolding legal reforms – leads to sub-optimized and market-conditioned planning. We
argue that this tendency contributes to the neoliberalization of the entire planning regime, and,
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more precisely, to short-sighted reactiveness, especially in those municipalities which lack
planning resources and/or which have exceptionally market-driven local planning cultures
(e.g. Rannila, 2018). We ground our approach on the conclusions of several studies (Hytönen,
Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018; Mäntysalo et al., 2010; Hytönen et al., 2012; Hytönen, 2016a)
and evaluation projects (Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities et al., 2008;
2015; Ministry of Transport and Communications et al., 2009).
We have two main arguments in the paper. Firstly, we claim that this tendency in the
Finnish planning regime results in the formation of so-called vacuums of strategic planning
(cf. Hytönen, 2012; Hytönen et al., 2012). Vacuums of strategic planning are vacant spaces
that are exploited by a variety of market actors who act on market-driven motivation: different
business interests may take advantage of these uncoordinated spaces. The vacuums push
strategic planning towards an institutionally unstable direction and limit manoeuvring room
within public spatial planning. Especially the strategic framing of short-term projects realized
through public steering in city-regional contexts becomes increasingly difficult (cf.
Mäntysalo, Kangasoja & Kanninen, 2015; Albrechts, 2010). In this situation, proactive land
policies become increasingly reactive activities.
Secondly, we suggest that more effective steering instruments are required to counter
the sub-optimization of land use and segregation of municipal economies that result from
rising municipal planning autonomy in Finland. We base this argument on the results of
empirical studies (Mäntysalo et al., 2010; Hytönen et al., 2012; Hytönen, 2016a) and an
expert evaluation (Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities et al., 2015).
Currently, many municipalities have insufficient resources for effectively coordinate land use
planning (cf. Puustinen et al., 2013; Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018). In municipalities
that have insufficient human resources, insufficient funding for land procurement, or that have
strongly land-owner-led political culture, the planning apparatus is forced to apply reactive
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working methods that cause outcomes that are at odds with the long-term goals of planning.
We argue that additional resources in, amongst others, master planning and in land
procurement are needed to enable strategic land use planning that would be based on longterm goals set by democratic institutions, such as the national parliament through legislation
and the municipal councils through steering of planning work.
The paper is structured as follows. The following section of the paper introduces the
conceptual framework. The third section describes the recent legal reforms in land use
legislation in Finland. The analysis focuses on the increase of municipal autonomy and its
impacts on investment-seeking local planning practices and cross-municipal planning. In
section four, we sketch an explorative scenario about potential long-term development.
Finally, section five provides conclusions.

2 Conceptual framework
This section presents the conceptual framework of the paper. Firstly, we aim to build
conceptual bridges between critical human geography and strategic planning theory (see e.g.
Olesen, 2014; Allmendinger & Haughton, 2013). Secondly, we scrutinize Finnish planning
from the perspective of state transformation theory (e.g. Brenner, 2004).

2.1 New state spaces and spatial planning
An apt consideration of the changing regional planning is provided by the state transformation
literature (e.g. Brenner, 2004; Jessop, 2008). This literature suggests that the regional
structures of the state are coordinated by spatially and temporally conditioned economic
imaginaries that are shared by selective fractions of the state elite. In the last few years, one
such imaginary has focused on the emerging networks of city-regions (e.g. Scott, 2001; Ward
& Jonas, 2004; Rodríguez-Pose, 2008; Jonas & Moisio, 2016). Accordingly, the re-shuffling
of regional structures reflects a prevailing consensus amongst state elites, that is, it reflects the
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ideological views of ‘global financiers’ and ‘investors’ and the like. This re-shuffling process
is realized in a constellation formed by states and international organizations, such as the EU
and OECD (Jonas & Moisio, 2016). According to this view, the role of the public institutions
– such as the municipal planning apparatus – is to support ‘investment consortia’s’ promotion
of ‘territorial imaginaries as part of ongoing efforts to position their host city regions more
favourably in relation to wider circuits of state social and physical investment’ (Jonas &
Moisio, 2016, p. 14).
Furthermore, it has also been suggested that states are hollowing out. The notion of a
hollowing state (Rhodes 1994) refers to the withdrawal of the state from certain public
activities and to the concomitant fettering of the use and distribution of public power (cf. letdo neoliberalism; Purcell, 2009; Olesen, 2014). However, Goodwin, Jones and Jones (2005)
have proposed that the notion provides a mistaken perspective to the discussion on state
restructuration. They argue that even though certain elements of the state are being hollowed
out on some scales, there are other elements and scales on which the state’s role is actually
getting stronger and ‘filling in’.
Brenner (2004) has argued that the present state transformation is occuring through
‘new state spaces’, that is, new spatial units through which the state transforms its mode of
governance towards plural and market-oriented forms. In the Finnish context, the formation of
‘new state spaces’ can be seen in the ongoing regional government reform in which state
power is planned to be channelled and re-allocated to the Finnish regions, especially with
respect to social and health care. This ongoing reform can be considered a national-scale
vision that aims at harmonious administration and efficient service provision. However, the
realization of such national visions is always complex. Frictions emerge when visions are
taken to the implementation stage and merge with the regional and municipal realities, which
are never fully grasped by the national plans. Regarding land use planning in Finland,
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contradictory features exist in the present legislative framework, for example, elements
promoting long-term sustainability and elements promoting short-term growth. We suggest
that the ‘imperfect’ nature of the rescaling reforms opens up more room for such
contradictions.
Eventually, the transformation will result not only in a reorganization of state power.
It will also lead to a tightening of room for public regulative manoeuvring in land use
planning by state authorities. This diminishing room is only partly compensated for through
the strengthening of the discretionary powers of the municipal authorities. In this situation,
market forces will set the terms of the democratic steering of planning more than before. This
is because, firstly, the devolution of regulation to municipalities increases municipal
competition and market-reactivity in land use planning and, secondly, the long-term
sustainability-enhancing regulative framework (presently provided by the state) will fade into
background and erode.
In such an operational environment, in line with Brenner’s (2004) argumentation
about market-oriented forms of state transformation, the role of planning will be more about
facilitation of narrow private initiatives in the short term than about long-term practices for
ensuring sustainability (cf. Mattila, 2017; Hrelja, Isaksson & Richardsson, 2012). This
arrangement will weaken planners’ proactive role and strong authority to bring ‘broader
concerns’ to the planning agenda (see Hytönen, 2016b). Hence, collective notions about
public interest will yield to more individualistic ones (Hytönen, 2016b; Puustinen et al., 2017;
Puustinen, Mäntysalo & Jarenko, 2017). We thus argue that with respect to securing the longterm sustainability goals in land use planning, the state can be a progressive force that
provides regulation stability and insulation from the most drastic market volatilities.
Activities at the municipal scale are complex mixtures of state governance and
localized political practices. Private capital seeks investment opportunities in local contexts
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and thus creates ‘local investment envelopes’ that are partly outside the scope of state and
regional regulation. In Finland, an apt example is the planning of commercial shopping
centres, which are built based on unique local choices. These decisions result in a fluctuating
landscape of market locations that is difficult to reconcile with the long-term state planning
aims. Thus in this respect, the local planning agenda in Finland is, to a considerable extent,
market-reactive (Hytönen, 2016a; Nyman & Mäntysalo, 2014; see also Hrelja, Isaksson &
Richardsson, 2012). Market actors thus benefit from the randomness and short-sightedness of
local city-regional planning. Hence, increasing the strategic capacities of regions in land use
planning is important for fostering a more long-term planning culture.

2.2 Market-reactivity and neoliberalization of strategic spatial planning
By strategic planning we refer to a practice in which short-term project-based land use
development is set in a long-term framework (see Mäntysalo, Kangasoja & Kanninen, 2015).
Following Albrechts (2010), long-term frameworks can be realized through processes of
envisioning in which the planner broadens the conventional perspectives of the stakeholders.
This approach encourages seeking of alternative futures for land use, and differs from
traditional comprehensive planning (see also Albrechts & Balducci, 2013).
Understanding long-term frameworks is premised on a critical reading of traditional
comprehensive planning: traditional comprehensive planning is seen to be based on rigid and
technical rationalist thinking, whereas strategic planning is seen to have its basis in a
collective and creative vision. In strategic planning theory, the pursuit of comprehensiveness
has thus shifted towards the pursuit of strategic selectivity (Healey, 2006). In Albrechts’
(2012) view, citizens are brought into the process of strategic planning through practices of
coproduction and community involvement, thus increasing the legitimacy of planning.
Whereas Albrechts’ focus is largely on the global south (regarding Albrechts, 2012),
Mäntysalo, Kangasoja and Kanninen (2015) examine strategic planning primarily in the
9

Finnish regulatory context. They conceive of it as ‘strategic wisdom’, as a continuous
programming of detailed, statutory planning processes. Thus, strategic planning is not about
filling the gaps of rigid statutory planning or about constructing strategic plans outside the
statutory planning system. Instead, strategic planning is about managing the use of the entire
hierarchic planning system. The approach suggested by Mäntysalo, Kangasoja and Kanninen
has some similarities to the approaches developed, for example, by Albrechts (2010; 2012)
and Albrechts and Balducci (2013). The differing factor is the issue that Mäntysalo et al. do
not withdraw from the statutory planning hierarchy but instead build on it. They point a way
towards strategically wise planning by making use of the existing planning context and
underline the need for sufficient attachment to the institutional regulatory setting in support of
unconventional strategic planning.
However, the statutory planning system in Finland is currently transforming towards a
market-driven, market-reactive and short-term direction. This direction is clearly visible in a
study we conducted among Finnish land use planners working in municipalities of different
size (Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018). According to our empirical study, this situation
is an outcome of three parallel development trajectories: 1) changes in the state-scale land use
regulation and legislation; 2) fragmentation and competition between neighbouring
municipalities in land use decisions; and 3) lack of adequate planning resources and
capabilities on the municipal scale.
We interpret the resulting situation as the ideologically driven attempt to deflate
politically steered regulative capacity in strategic planning, and as an attempt to ‘liberate’
public regulation in favour of market forces (see Gunder, 2010). Such a tendency may
emerge, for example, as a short-sighted and reactive working culture in the municipalities,
catalyzed by a lack of sufficient planning resources, as was indicated in our study (Hytönen,
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Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018; see also Puustinen et al., 2013). In addition, landowner-centred
planning policies are pivotal in our understanding of market-reactive planning.
In the context of strategic planning, growth-oriented and competitiveness-driven agenda
setting is perhaps the main driver of such (help-do) neoliberalization (see e.g. Olesen, 2014).
However, the neoliberalization of strategic planning is often realized through unregulated
spaces of planning that become unravelled through the dynamics of the multiscalar planning
process. These ‘blank spaces’ can form in multiple ways: sometimes intentionally through
straightforward deregulation (let-do neoliberalism, Olesen, 2014) and sometimes
unintentionally through the complex interplay of local decision-making.
We argue here that increasing short-termism and market-reactivity, combined with the
lack of adequate planning resources, erodes the institutional capacities for strategically wise
planning in Finland. To conceptualize this erosion, we present the notion of ‘vacuum of
strategic planning’ in the next section.

2.3 Formation of vacuums of strategic planning
The concept of vacuum was initially developed in a text that discussed the poorly recognized
spaces in proactive public land use planning that may result from excessive municipal
orientation in Finnish regional planning (Hytönen, 2012; in Finnish strateginen tavoitetyhjiö,
‘vacuum of strategic objectives’). This approach was motivated by negative findings about
inter-municipal cooperation in Finnish land use issues (Mäntysalo et al., 2010; Hytönen et al.,
2012). In the present paper, we aim to elaborate the concept further. As noted, the formation
of vacuums is connected to the increase of short-termism and market-reactivity in spatial
planning (see e.g. Mäntysalo, 1999).
A vacuum can be defined as a rapidly emerging vacant or underutilized operational
space that becomes unravelled through sub-optimizing strategic planning practices. Strategic
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planning practices can facilitate the emergence of vacuums in several ways. Firstly, strategic
planning may, intentionally or unintentionally, cause certain types of activities to become
unregulated, or only lightly regulated. Local market actors can then exploit these ‘blank’
spaces. Secondly, strategic planning may conflate or neglect the disparate strategic roles of
public and market actors. This opens manoeuvring room for swift market actors. Thirdly,
strategic planning may endow market actors with specific liberties. This is the most direct
way to expand the vacuums and to increase poorly coordinated facilitation of business
opportunities.
The notion of vacuums of strategic planning can be compared to that of ‘institutional
void’suggested by Hajer (2003). Hajer uses the concept to describe the discrepancy between
traditional forms of policy-making and the complex problems they have to deal with, and how
the discrepancy should be addressed within policy analysis. He points out that classic
institutions ‘lack the authority or focus needed for problem solving that is widely perceived to
be both effective and legitimate’ (Hajer, 2003, p. 177). Partly departing from Hajer’s focus,
we wish to shed light on a new kind of planning practice and related actor assemblage that
fosters short-term market-reactive planning on the local scale.
Vacuums have three intertwined dimensions (see Figure 1):
1. Horizontal dimension – The vacuum emerges as an outcome of inter-municipal
rivalry, like in the context of city-regions. The vacuum is a result of the horizontal
composition of planning in which no public organ, or scale of government, is
responsible for planning that crosses municipal borders. This dimension draws
attention to the friction between planning policies of different municipalities. Here we
discuss the horizontal dimension in the context of Finnish city-regional planning (see
section 3.3).
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2. Vertical dimension – The idea here is to draw attention to the dysfunctionalities of the
supposedly hierarchic land use planning system. From a vertical perspective, the
vacuum emerges from the incoherence or mutual mismatch of legally binding zoning
tools at different spatial scales. For example, in the absence of legally binding cityregional planning tools, the municipal plans currently provide the only operational
planning tools, as noted in the evaluation of the Finnish Land Use and Building Act
(Ministry of Environment, 2014). Eventually, local market actors are able to exploit
the local ‘rules of the game’ through local actor networks, heedless of the wider, or
more long-term, consequences of their activities. Administrative reforms may deepen
these incoherencies by increasing the municipalities’ power in relation to the central
government. We discuss the vertical dimension in the context of relegation of
planning powers in Finland (see section 3.1), and in the context of the emerging
regional model (see section 4).
3. Pervasive dimension – This dimension derives from the strong growth-orientation
dynamics of local planning, as in the case of the strong influence of landowners in
municipal politics (Rannila, 2018; Mäntysalo et al., 2010; Hytönen et al., 2012). Like
the vertical dimension, the pervasive dimension is connected to the antagonism
between the planning scales. However, the pervasive dimension emphasizes
municipalities’ increasingly market-driven land use practices, especially (but not
exclusively) in small municipalities characterized by inadequate planning resources
(Puustinen et al., 2013) and by strong managerial pressures exerted on planning
practitioners (Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018). Municipal actors may deem
external influence, such as state-scale steering, patronizing and overly bureaucratic
(Kanninen & Ylä-Anttila, 2011; Hytönen et al., 2016). We discuss the pervasive
dimension in the case study of South Karelia (see section 3.2).
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[FIGURE 1 HERE]

Transnational actors

State

Regions
Potential vacuum of strategic
planning between the regional
and municipal scale

Municipalities
Potential vacuums of strategic
planning in the municipal scale

We argue that the formation of vacuums could be controlled by an institutionally robust
strategic planning system that builds on democratic practices and on relatively stable statutory
anchors, insulating local planning from excessive market-oriented behaviour. In the rest of the
paper, we scrutinize how, and through which kinds of municipal planning practices, strategic
vacuums form in, and between, the local and regional scale.
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3 Impacts of changing governance of spatial planning in Finland
To date, an interplay of the state authorities and the municipalities has characterized the
planning system of Finland. Direct elections, organized at the national and at the municipal
level only, have buttressed the institutional strength of the two scales, which have strong
discretionary powers. As noted, the regional planning tier lacks such institutional support
from direct elections. In this section, we analyze how the changes in Finnish legislation,
particularly in the Land Use and Building Act (Government Bill 114/2015; Government Bill
251/2016), may modify these relationships between the scales of government. We argue that
the withdrawal of state supervision in spatial planning will catalyze vacuums of strategic
planning.

3.1 Relegation of power in the Finnish spatial planning system
Despite the strong autonomy of municipalities in Finland, the state central government –
including the Ministry of Environment and the state’s regional Centres for Economic
Development, Transport and the Environment (CEDTE Centres) – has had a relatively strong
guiding role in certain parts of the land use planning system. According to the government
policy at present, the goal of the Finnish government is to decrease the state’s oversight and
binding role towards municipalities (Prime Minister’s Office, 2015).
The first changes to land use legislation were introduced in 2015. At the time, the
conservative government, led by the Centre Party, reduced the role of the state in regional
planning (Government Bill 114/2015). Following a similar decision concerning municipal
planning some 15 years earlier, the result of the actions in 2015 was that regional plans no
longer have to be ratified by the state ministry. With respect to most issues, the regional plans
have traditionally had more of a facilitative and endorsing character: the regional plans have
not held significant steering power in the municipalities. This is because the planning
processes have been steered by municipal representatives rather than a directly elected council
15

(see Ministry of Environment, 2014). In the present situation, regional councils draft and
ratify the regional plans in direct steering by the municipalities.
This is a significant change, because with respect to some issues, such as the location
of large-scale retail centres, the earlier regional plans had an independent steering role –
manifested through ratification by the Ministry of Environment. Hence, currently, the
ministry is no longer able to affect the planning of out-of-town retail locations in urban
regions to the same extent as before (see section 3.2).
In 2016, the government introduced another initiative to change the legal framework
of spatial planning. These changes, implemented in 2017, further eroded the role of state
authorities. The state authorities, the regional CEDTE Centres, no longer hold a guiding role
in local land use planning. The CEDTE Centres’ right to appeal to administrative courts is
now limited to those municipal planning decisions that have wider regional or national
impacts. The central government’s possibilities to make legal appeals on local land use issues
are strictly being limited.2 In the case of planning that has presumably merely local impacts,
the municipality no longer needs to consult the state authorities during the planning process
(Government Bill 251/2016).
The legal changes also include elements that directly restrict the regulative capacity of
the municipalities in relation to market actors. One such example is the weakening of the tools
through which loggings on landscape-sensitive areas can be controlled via local planning.
Another instance concerns the detailed legislation on retail planning. For example, larger
retail actors can now more easily seek out-of-centre locations, without the need to meet
special criteria concerning the location of large-scale units. The limit of what is considered a
large-scale unit has risen from 2 000 to 4 000 m² according to the new legislation
(Government Bill 251/2016). The steering capacity is not only moving from the state scale to
the local scale, but it is simultaneously made more market-reactive by allowing market actors
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to engage in local planning in novel ways. This development not only narrows the democratic
regulation of planning on both the state and local scales, but also augurs an unprecedented
shift in the Finnish spatial planning system.
The recent changes in the Land Use and Building Act may be considered an indirect
deflation of public steering capacity over market actors. Even though the municipalities will
still hold steering power in the case of retail locations, the municipal planning practitioners’
capacity to keep sustainability-related issues, such as private car independency, on the
planning agenda will likely weaken (cf. Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018; Hytönen,
2016a). As mentioned, the regulative capacity of the state in relation to the regulative capacity
of the municipalities will change, too. The result may be that the formation of vacuums of
strategic planning will intensify due to the so-called defensive routines through which
municipalities safeguard their planning autonomy against external pressures (Hytönen et al.,
2016).
Thus, the relegation of power from the state scale to the local scale could induce
vacuums of strategic planning in three ways: relegation of planning power changes the
workings of the planning system (vertical dimension), which increases short-sighted local
planning practices (pervasive dimension). This will result in a narrow municipal focus that is
sub-optimal as regards city-regional planning (horizontal dimension).
In the following sections, we present case studies that illustrate empirically the
different vacuum dimensions. The cases reveal how the long-term planning agenda, geared
towards sustainability, is hampered by the emerging planning practices and how planning
practitioners are forced to accommodate the priorities set by regional and local managers.

3.2 Vacuum in a local scale: the case of South Karelia
Our first empirical case is a study concerning regional planning and hypermarket steering
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(Hytönen, 2016a).3 The case focuses on regional planning steered by municipalities that are
more or less dependent on market actors and private investments. The case is an illustrative
example of a struggle over discretionary powers of spatial planning between the state scale
and the local scale. The case also highlights how differently sustainability aims in land use
legislation can be interpreted in local and state scales.4
South Karelia is a region in southeast Finland. It is located next to the Russian border,
midway between Helsinki and St Petersburg. Because of its location, the South Karelian
region has become a popular shopping destination for Russian tourists. The increase of
Russian visitors has been a challenge for regional land use planning.
In the early 2000s, partly because there was pressure to increase the number of largescale retail locations in the region, the regional council of South Karelia decided to draft a
new regional plan. The process started in 2004. At the time, regional plans still had to be
submitted to the Ministry of Environment for ratification. The regional plan of South Karelia
was submitted to the ministry in 2010. Ultimately, the ministry decided not to ratify three
major out-of-town retail locations presented in the plan.
This decision caused a major conflict between the Ministry of Environment and the
municipal and regional actors. Local sentiment came to view the ministry as an inconsistent
and authoritarian regulator with no intention of supporting the regional council (Hytönen
2016a, pp. 50–51). Thus, the local actors interpreted that the state government was
unnecessarily violating municipal autonomy in land use planning.
Hytönen’s (2016a) analysis shows the tendentiousness of this local discourse.
Contrary to the local argumentation, the plan proposed by the regional actors was not based
on the findings of impact assessments, or on any valid estimations of potential Russian
visitors. Actually, the intention of the regional plan was to set no quantitative restrictions that
could limit the planning of the potential retail areas, and to avoid any steering of the
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municipal masterplans. Later on, the unsustainability of the three hypermarket locations was
rather unquestionably evidenced in the ministry’s ratification report.
The state restricted the South Karelian regional plan initiative on the grounds of longterm unsustainability. The reasoning was that the regional plan would have excessively
dispersed the community structure of the city region, and therefore increased car-dependency.
Thus, the case shows that without the state-scale tools for supervising regional and local
planning decisions, the South Karelian regional plan would have proceeded on a purely
market-driven basis, even though it was in conflict with the general goals of the Land Use and
Building Act. The case indicates that the regional management of South Karelia, along with
local political actors, strongly pushed for a facilitative planning solution. In this case, the
consideration of the potential long-term consequences of planning solution was ‘outsourced’
to the state scale. Without assessment and adjustment by the state, the regional plan would not
have met the general sustainability-related goals of legislation.
Using the terminology presented in this paper, the South Karelian regional plan aimed
at exploiting a vacuum created in the interplay between private actors seeking retail locations
and the regional management seeking private investments. Motivated, perhaps, by
unemployment and the flagging municipal economy, some regional actors sought loopholes in
the state regulation in order to attract market actors through facilitative practices. The regional
planning practices expressed a pervasive and reactive growth-orientation, typical of Finnish
municipal administration. Thus, regional actors firstly ignored and then deemed patronizing
the restrictions set by the central government. Therefore, the case manifested two vacuum
dimensions: short-sightedness in local planning practice (pervasive dimension) and –
regarding the relegation of planning powers from the central government to the municipalities
– dysfunctionalities of the planning system (vertical dimension). In the next section, we
discuss the vacuums of strategic planning in a city-regional context.
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3.3 Emerging city-regionalism: cross-municipal planning problematic
As a second case, we discuss the emerging city-regionalism in Finland. From the perspective
of city-regions, certain features of the Finnish land use planning system can be considered
problematic: these include various aspects of inter-municipal competition and its
consequences regarding land use. The problems are connected to strong municipal autonomy
and the lack of city-regional planning tools operating beyond the municipal level. The
mismatch between municipal planning perspectives and the city-regional planning
perspectives are a familiar problematic in several countries. Nonetheless, in Finland this
problem is acute as the municipalities hold a relatively strong planning autonomy compared
to other countries (Prusi, 2013).
The central government and the Association of Finnish Local and Regional
Administrations, which is a central cooperation organisation and a lobby for the
municipalities in the country, have recognized the above-mentioned challenges. Together with
four Finnish ministries, the Association conducted an expert evaluation of cross-municipal
cooperation in 11 Finnish urban regions in 2015 (Association of Finnish Local and Regional
Authorities et al., 2015).5 The evaluation covered planning issues in land use, housing and
transport. The metropolitan region of Helsinki was not included in the evaluation. According
to the findings, inter-municipal cooperation in urban regions has been continuously
weakening (Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities et al., 2008; Ministry of
Transport and Communications et al., 2009). The results of the evaluation can be summarized
as follows:
•

The control of community structures, e.g. tools to control dispersed housing and land
politics, is the weakest form of municipal cooperation in the urban regions. There are
deficiencies especially in the implementation of strategic, informal plans as well as in
cooperation on land procurement and plot policy.
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•

The commitment to cross-municipal cooperation, especially in terms of resourcing and
tracking of cooperation, was considered ‘irregular’. While some municipalities were
committed to cooperation, in general cooperation was viewed rather pessimistically.

•

In cross-sectoral issues, such as land use, housing and transport planning, regional
cooperation was at a relatively good level compared to other issues.

There are only two Finnish urban regions – Tampere and Oulu – in which the cooperation was
considered relatively successful. In both of these cases, the state has been actively involved as
a stakeholder through regional arrangements called ‘Agreements Concerning Land Use,
Housing and Transport’. In these arrangements, municipalities arbitrate with the state
authorities on goals concerning, for example, social housing issues and large public transport
investments. Still, taken as a whole, the Finnish municipalities have not adopted city-regional
planning practices to a significant extent. The political discussion on the core issues
concerning effective inter-municipal planning cooperation has often been avoided despite the
state’s efforts to encourage municipal cooperation (Hytönen et al., 2016). In addition, the
adopted tools of inter-municipal planning have lacked concrete steering power. Strategic
utilization of soft and informal instruments of cross-municipal planning in tandem with
statutory planning tools has proven difficult thus far. Creating effective city-regional planning
would require not only understanding of the interconnections between strategic planning and
the statutory planning system, as Mäntysalo, Kangasoja and Kanninen (2015) suggest, but
also institutional stability and a strong legitimacy basis.
The expert evaluation (Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities et al.,
2015) describes how land use planning is tightly in the hands of the municipalities and how
the municipalities have not been willing to engage in tighter cooperation. Only the two abovementioned city-regions, in which the state has taken an active role to foster cooperation, are
an exception to this rule, and these only to a certain extent. This indicates that there are
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inhibiting structures in the land use planning system that cannot be tackled via voluntary
inter-municipal cooperation. Municipalities within the city-regions compete with each other
for tax income and work places. Studies have also shown that socio-economic segregation has
continued between municipalities. Those municipalities with favourable locations are able to
capitalize on the situation, for example, by offering housing possibilities for affluent citizens
(Mäntysalo et al., 2012; Hytönen, 2016a).
We assess that this unbalanced situation between strong municipal planning autonomy
and weak city-regional planning tools, particularly the lack of coordination mechanisms,
creates a high potential for the formation of vacuums of strategic planning. This is because the
current land use planning system for urban regions is organized in such a way that it fosters
sub-optimization and competition between municipalities. Vacuums may form, for example,
when municipalities are planning, and competing for, industrial sites or private retail
locations. This could result in a situation in which municipalities in the same city-region host
large private retail locations close to each other, separated just by the municipal border. In the
long term, this type of development leads to sub-optimal planning and ineffective urban
structures, as the locations of retail and housing units, or industrial sites, are chosen solely on
municipal priorities. This, in turn, could result in counterproductive results, such as increases
of private car traffic. In our understanding, sub-city regional sub-optimization is a problematic
and lead to an uneven playing field regarding organization of democratic steering of land use.
What are the future prospects of city-regional planning? There are good reasons to
expect that city-regional planning will strengthen, in a one way or another. As the role of the
central government is already diminishing, it is hard to imagine that the state would take a
strong role in directing city-regional planning in the future. Instead, city-regional planning is
likely to be realized through cross-municipal planning cooperation. In this setting, the role of
the 18 Finnish regions is an open question – Could regions be key actors in city-regional
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planning? So far, the steering power of the regional plans has been low in relation to the
municipal plans (Ministry of Environment, 2014). Only one thing seems certain: the marketreactive tendency is likely to increase. This tendency is manifested, for instance, in a recent
Ministry of Environment report on the renewal of the land use legislation: the report suggests
that the detailed planning would be partly farmed out to private developers and landowners
(Ekroos et al. 2018).

4 The ‘vitality task’ and potential regional models: towards new scalar friction?
In this section, we discuss possible futures of strategic planning in the context of redefinition
of the municipalities’ tasks and the regional model, which will possibly emerge in Finland.
For years, there has been strong political pressure to reorganize social and health care
service provision in the country, and, because of this pressure, a regional model is likely to
emerge in Finland during the coming years. At the moment (January 2019), an administrative
tier of 18 regions with directly elected councils is being prepared by the government.6 The
municipalities would be responsible for land use planning, but organizing social and health
care services would become the task of the regions. Further, even though the specific form of
the regional model and its timetable are still uncertain, planning has already been receiving
increasing interest in the discussions about the main tasks of the municipalities. The
municipal decision makers’ present focus on organizing social and health care would be
replaced with land use planning as part of the so-called ‘vitality task’.
The ‘vitality task’, elinvoimatehtävä (e.g. Ministry of Finance, 2017), is a peculiar
combination of long-term sustainability priorities and a short-term economic priorities, and
may potentially lead to increasingly market-reactive planning practices. In general, enhancing
local vitality as a new emphasis among municipalities’ tasks has been promoted for several
years (about different definitions of vitality, see Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018, pp. 5–
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6). Such discourse has emerged partly independently of the debates about the preparation of
the new regional model.
In the following list, we summarize our expectations regarding the future of Finnish
land use planning. The impacts of the ‘vitality task’ are taken into consideration in the listing,
together with the potential impacts of the emerging regional model. If the regional model
emerges in the planned or in a similar form, the abolished municipal responsibilities regarding
social and health care will be compensated, we argue, by the ‘vitality task’, including its
emphasis on land use planning (cf. Ministry of Finance, 2017, p. 13). However, the list is
primarily based on our conception of the recent and forthcoming changes in the planning
legislation, and of the increased power of the local municipal scale in relation to the state
government.
•

In land use planning, the direct regulative capacity of the state scale will diminish. The
state’s regional CEDTE Centres are abolished and the Ministry of Environment ceases
to have a significant role in land use issues.

•

The municipalities will act under detailed legislation that is more market-oriented than
before.

•

Those municipal planning practitioners who still have a commitment to long-term and
sustainable planning will face pressures to facilitate growth in the short-term.

•

The possibly emerging regions will not have a significant role in land use planning in
the first instance.

•

Land policies, including public land acquisition, will remain a municipal task.
Accordingly, the viability of strategic planning will continue to be conditioned by
municipal decision-making. The control of housing sprawl will potentially loosen due
to the state’s limited rights to appeal.
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The municipal ‘power excess’ in land use planning creates potential for the formation of
vacuums of strategic planning. The horizontal friction between the municipalities will thus
catalyze the formation of horizontal vacuums, despite the development of voluntary
agreements and other soft instruments used in some Finnish urban regions. The weakening of
the hierarchic land use planning system is likely to open vertical vacuums and increase landowner-based and market-reactive pressures. Hence, the horizontal friction between
municipalities and the vertical disintegration of the planning system could also induce the
pervasive dimension of vacuums by opening up ‘blank spaces’ and zones of light regulation
for market actors. In these vacuums, market actors could temporarily gain powers that
overtake democratically steered authorities.

5 Conclusions
In the paper, we have explored the emerging changes in the Finnish spatial planning system.
We have elaborated the conclusions of several empirical studies (see previous sections) that
have indicated different gaps in the current planning system. These gaps include lack of
cooperation in urban regions and insufficiency of planning resources in small municipalities.
Recent studies also point to excessive market-reactivity in municipal planning. We have
argued that the systemic interaction of these tendencies could escalate in different ways,
especially if the capacity of municipal public planning to intervene in market activities is
further eroded. These are pivotal changes from the point of view of strategic planning and its
institutional framework, especially in a Finnish administrative context that is expected to face
a major renewal in the coming years.
It remains to be seen what the consequences of adoption of the so-called vitality task
in the municipalities will be. It could foster new perspectives and help in building better
understanding of long-term planning issues. However, the risks should be noted, too. This
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new task may advance an increasingly instrumental and facilitative understanding of land use
planning. Because of the parallel development of relegation of steering power from the state
scale to the local scale and reduction of steering power of municipalities in relation to market
actors, the possibilities for continuous programming of statutory planning – or visionary
selectiveness – may narrow. In other words, the ongoing processes in the Finnish spatial
planning system hold the potential to reduce the ‘planning space’ in which alternative futures
can be outlined in an institutionally firm and legitimate manner. As our empirical study (e.g.
Hytönen, Kotavaara & Ahlqvist, 2018) indicates, also the current resources for insightful
visionary work are often insufficient.
Hence, Finnish planning culture may be actually moving in a less publicly regulated
and increasingly market-reactive direction (cf. Olesen, 2014). If the planning regime becomes
oriented towards short-term and technically narrow concerns, the more long-term anticipation
of wider planning concerns will become increasingly difficult. We suggest that this may
create unintended spaces for ‘pragmatic’ profit-seeking motives in local planning. There is a
risk that the planning practitioners will face difficulties in addressing topics that are beyond
this pressing ‘market-reactive pragmatism’. Because of the differences between Anglophone
common law-based legal culture and the Nordic parliament-based legal culture, the courts
cannot function in Finland as guarantors of ‘fair’ or sustainable planning in the same way as
in most Anglophone countries (Hytönen, 2016b). This is why seemingly minor pro-market
changes in legislation could end up causing relatively drastic shifts in the entire planning
culture.
We argue that the market-reactivity of spatial planning may increase due to the
rescaling of state power to the regional scale, but also because of the new municipality
emphasis on local spatial planning in Finland. Here we have complemented the perspective of
Jonas and Moisio (2016). We have conceptualized these tendencies through the concept of
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vacuums of strategic planning, a concept that bridges aspects of critical strategic planning
theory and human geography.
In order to manage the formation of vacuums, there is a need for stronger steering
mechanisms targeted at the city-regional scale. The mechanisms should be sensitive to the
local orientation of land use planning, and take into account the variegated local contexts and
coalitions. Contextually sensitive steering mechanisms would endorse sustainable and longterm strategic spatial planning, and enable the fine-tuning of local market-based
developments. To reach these aims requires a strengthening of representative democratic
control of regional policies as well as a bolstering of planning resources for smaller
municipalities.
We suggest that a more contextualized planning theory is also required, one that takes
into account the impacts of societal and national contexts. Our approach springs from a
Nordic context, characterized by high trust in state institutions and high acceptance of public
spending. Hence, our thinking diverges from the most sceptic conceptions about the state and
state regulation. For example, Purcell (2016) argues that the state blocks the development of a
more democratic society as it prevents people from managing their own affairs. Contrary to
this perspective, the state could also be perceived as a progressive force that prevents
excessive market-reactivity by regulating the vacuums of strategic planning and by enabling
long-term sustainable planning practices. If regulated in an adequate fashion, the vacuums of
spatial planning could, perhaps, provide possibilities for the emergence of new democratic
practices, supporting individuals and collectives that wish to manage their own affairs.
However, it is presently hard to find evidence of this sort of ‘re-democratization through
strategic vacuums’. As we illustrated in the paper, currently the expanding vacuums tend
instead to reduce the rule of law and democracy in planning, and serve the profit-seeking
motives of ‘global investment consortia’.
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1

Excluding the Åland Islands.

2

Excluding some sectoral state authorities that are able to make appeals on specific questions.

3

The multi-method case study (Hytönen 2016a) was conducted by the first author of the paper.

4

The lack of expert resources in spatial planning cannot be ignored when assessing the capacities for
democratically steered urban development. In the small municipalities, the resources are smallest
also in relation to the size of the population (Puustinen et al., 2013).

5

The evaluation’s groundwork and report was written by the first author of this paper.

6

The planned reform is justified by a perceived need to restructure the country’s provision of social
and health care services (Ministry of Social Affairs and Health & Ministry of Finance, 2016).
Currently, over 300 municipalities of different sizes provide these services. This mode of service
provision has been deemed too expensive and inefficient in the face of an aging population and
sharpening of centre–periphery structures.
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